
Photovoice 
Training
(Online)

Our Training

Method

Dates and Fee

Photovoice is a participatory research method that has been recognised across 

the international development sector. Using photography, this storytelling 

method allows for opening up a dialogue between beneficiaries and/or 

stakeholders, creating a (safe) space for them to express themselves and reflect 

on issues related to project implementation. By handing over the camera to 

research participants and asking them to document their experiences, you get 

unique inside knowledge into the issues that concern the people involved.

 

Photovoice can be used for a wide range of purposes, from Monitoring and 

Evaluation (M&E) to advocacy, to research and community-based activities. 

Our training can be valuable for anyone looking for new and creative ways to 

gain insight and understanding into people's lived experiences and concerns, 

such as: NGO staff, researchers, educators, community- health- or social 

workers, photographers, visual artists and marketeers.

Our training offers both theoretical knowledge and practical experience in the 

use of Photovoice. The training will focus on helping participants to understand 

what Photovoice is, how Photovoice works, and understand its effectiveness. 

Date:   9, 10, 11 and 12 November 2021

Time:  14.00 – 17.00 CEST

Venue:         Online (using Zoom)

Language: English

Fee:   € 400 before or on 19 October 2021 (early bird & for RiH 

associates); € 450 after 19 October 2021. 

  The fee is excluding VAT 21%

Registration will be closed on 4 November 2021. Your place in the course is 

secured once your payment has been received.

For more information and registration, please visit  www.resultsinhealth.org
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Karijn Kakebeeke is a certified Photovoice trainer and documentary 

photographer. As a Photovoice trainer, Karijn developed the Photovoice 

programme for Rutgers International and co-authored their manual. She has 

used Photovoice in projects in Malawi, Ghana, Nicaragua and the Netherlands. 

In 2016, she implemented 'Point of View', the successful Photovoice-based 

project used to promote the integration of refugees and local Dutch residents. 

As a photographer, she won the BMW Paris Photo prize in 2009 and 3rd prize in 

the category for foreign documentaries at the Zilveren Camera in 2007. Her 

work has been published and exhibited internationally. See also: 

www.picturebridgefoundation.nl

Facilitator

ResultsinHealth is a woman-owned and managed international development 

advisory firm, located in the Netherlands. In 2018, ResultsinHealth provided 

technical services to more than 60 countries around the world. 

ResultsinHealth is dedicated to increasing effective disease prevention and 

improving access to health care and the overall wellbeing of target 

populations. We achieve this by strengthening health systems and accurately 

monitoring and evaluating the progress and results of programme 

implementation efforts designed to benefit vulnerable populations around 

the world.

ResultsinHealth also provides tailor-made in-house training on MSC, 

Photovoice, and PV&MSC. Other post-training services like coaching and 

customized supervision are also available on request.

About 
ResultsinHealth
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